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Memory Palaces
and Masonic Lodges
Explains the classical
techniques of the art
of memory, how they
were reworked by
hermetic thinkers
during the
Renaissance, and how
they contributed to
the transformation of
operative
Freemasonry into
speculative
Freemasonry.

The Secret Science
of Masonic
Initiation
The purpose of
Freemasonry is to
help its members
become Initiates in
the science of Life. It
is a spiritual
adventure, fit for the
athletic and
adventurous mind.
The Secret Science of
Masonic Initiation
reveals that path.

What are the origins of our library and
who was R.W. Bro Ken Shepherd?
In 1925, St. George’s Lodge unanimously
agreed to establish a library by voluntary
subscription. A total of 79 brethren initially
provided one dollar each to start the Library
Fund. In the 75th Anniversary year, and in
recognition of his service to the Lodge as well
as his interest in the Library, it was regularly
moved and carried unanimously that St.
George’s Library be henceforth known as the
“Ken Shepherd Library.” He presided at his
first meeting as W.M. in January 1959 and was
also the DDGM for District #9 in 1966.
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Volunteers are
Needed!
We are currently in
the process of
cataloguing the library
so members can view
its contents efficiently.
If you want to assist,
please get in touch
with Bro. Owen
Davies

The Working Tools
of Leadership
This book goes
beyond typical
Freemasonic exposés
and discusses
leadership
development using
the symbolism of the
working tools found
in Freemasonry.
Applied to work,
family and community
leadership roles, the
working tools can
provide valuable
lessons in leadership.
Freemasonry:
Symbols Secrets
Significance
This book
comprehensively
explains Freemasonry
through its fascinating
visual culture, rich in
mysterious and arcane
symbols of life, death,
and morality that have
evolved over
centuries of secrecy
and that have profound
philosophical meaning.
Book Check-Outs &
Donations
If you want to read
any of these books or
you have Masonic
books to donate for
the good of the
members, please get
in touch with Bro.
Owen Davies
Mobile: (250) 859-1646
Email:
owentdavies26@gmail
.com

